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The Domeless Solar Telescope (DST)
Large characteristics:
High resolution imaging and spectrum observation with high wavelength resolution and multiwavelength spectrum measurement -The FMT was constructed in 1992 to investigate the long-term variation of solar activity and explosive events.
-It has been a part of the Solar Terrestrial Energy Program (STEP 1990 (STEP -1997 ) .
-The FMT consists of 6 small telescopes, five of which observe the full-disk sun at different wavelengths or in different modes. The remaining one is equipped with a guider for accurate tracking of the sun.
-The five telescopes SIMULTANEOUSLY observe the full-disk sun at different wavelengths around H-alpha absorption line. Therefore, the FMT can measure the vector velocity field of moving structures on the full solar disk without the effect of the seeing. 
FMT Data Archives on the Web
Various data which have been obtained by the FMT during about 15 years are now publicly opened.
At present, this data archive consists of the following four contents.
Event Lists
All active phenomena which has been found in the FMT data are listed for each month and their physical characteristics and classifications are described in each list. If you click an event ID No., you can see corresponding GIF images of the active phenomenon.
Movies of Outstanding Events
FMT MPEG movies of outstanding events are distinguished into the following four categories and archived.
•Flares
•Filament Eruptions
•Surges
•Prominence Eruptions

Real-time Images
Always, four kinds of the latest images (except for continuum image) are uploaded. We also use these images for deciding the target region of the day of other telescopes which have small FOV.
All Digital Raw Images Download Site
All raw data are divided into each day, and compressed, then archived. They distinguished whether each active filament really erupted or not by analyzing its timevariation of the radial upward velocity, and investigated the relation with coronal structure and CME.
Investigation of the
* Cutting down required expenses & Finding the fund -The present estimated cost are too expensive.
-We must select minimum necessary functions.
-In recent years, ordinary expenditure on science and education of Japanese universities are also gradually cut down. -We have to look for appropriate effective fund both in Japan and in foreign organization with (Japanese) IHY staffs.
* Measures against particular weather -Sandstorms sometimes (?) occurs around Ica in Peru.
-Protection against the sand will be required. If we will move the present FMT to Peru, we have to negotiate and adjust very well between both universities with secretaries, in advance.
* Manpower
Conclusion (Subjects in the future)
We hope for success of the installation of the FMT in PERU and hope for possibility of the next another FMT in another country in future.
Thank you very much.
****
The Role of the Solar Observation **** **** on Studies of the Solar-terrestrial Environment **** Measurement of various physical parameters of each explosive active phenomenon on the solar surface, such as the size, temperature, velocity field and magnetic-field configuration etc.
Accumulation of sample data of many kinds of active phenomena for the purpose of improving statistical certainty of the prediction of the future solar activity from the present status of the solar surface structures Investigation of the mechanism itself of such solar active phenomena (Quantitative observation of the detailed process of the active phenomena from the solar interior to the corona)
